


Mixed Emotions

”We’re in the business of bottling up emotions. I hope that people read the label and identify with that sentiment in its simplest 
form, and then find something deeper to relate to: the juxtaposition between the familiar and the unfamiliar.” 

—Ben Gorham, Founder & Creative Director, Byredo 

Mixed Emotions is an epicene scent designed to reflect the tumultuous nature of our times—a distillation of highs and lows, 
mirroring unstable realities and a world in flux. An exploration of dichotomies and disharmonies, Mixed Emotions aligns the 
familiar and the unexpected to create a fragrance cohesive in its contrasts. 

Drawing on the Byredo philosophy of translating fragmented memories and abstract ideas into scent, Mixed Emotions 
presents an olfactive sketch of our current, collective state of mind. Comforting notes of maté and the sharp sweetness 
of cassis sit within a wooden framework; the reassuring scent of black tea disturbed by violet leaf synthetics. Here is a 
refreshing reminder that it is okay to not be okay—and that from unsettling experiences, a new reality might emerge.

Top: Maté, Black Currant
Heart: Ceylon Black Tea, Violet Leaves 
Base: Birch Wood, Papyrus 

Tall Are The Roots by Fenn O’Meally

To mark the debut of Mixed Emotions, Ben Gorham collaborated with Fenn O’Meally and commissioned her to direct a 
reflection of its philosophies. Existing as a standalone, cinematic short, Mixed Emotions adopts excerpts from the film for its 
launch campaign.

In Tall Are The Roots, O’Meally documents conversations with three protagonists, exploring how their respective realities 
reflect a commonality of experience; that their individual moments of self-reflection, and their resolutions of internal conflicts, 
speak to a broader human truth.

Interwoven against a poetic backdrop of surreality, sometimes narrated by the words of Kai-Isaiah Jamal, a series of chapters 
unfold to present a multi-faceted narrative of acceptance and liberation. ”Like Mixed Emotions itself, I want to leave Tall Are 
The Roots up to people’s individual interpretations: how the scent smells on your skin, or what you might connect with in the 
film, will be different for everyone,” explains O’Meally. ”But the mind can so flow with such fluidity from darkness into light—
and ultimately, Tall Are The Roots is about figuring out where you stand in the world today, and about being okay with the 
unsettled state of the human mind right now.”  

”I believe that we, as humans, have come to a crossroads in the world where facades are slowly dissolving away. We can see 
it as a painful experience, or we can move towards change and the new world.” 

—Alewya Demmisse, Musician

”Everything gives you poetry. We can honour things in their darkness, and honour them in their light. When I write my truest, 
maybe saddest, maybe most honest poetry, that is when people say they can see themselves in it. That makes me very sure 
that those moments of darkness should be dignified with the same space as the positive, as the light.” 

—Kai-Isaiah Jamal, Poet

”I believe we’ve come to a place in the world where, if we stick together, we can make a change. Without darkness, there 
won’t be light.” 

—Deneille Percival, Dancer
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About Ben Gorham, Founder & Creative Director, Byredo

A native Swede, born to an Indian mother and a Canadian father, Ben Gorham grew up in Toronto, New York and Stockholm.  
His original and very serious dream was to play Basketball professionally. As a young athlete he excelled at the game, playing 
for his high school in New York and then college in Canada before leaving to play professionally in Europe. Unable  
to obtain the correct paperwork to continue professionally, Gorham reluctantly gave up the game. He eventually found solace 
in the arts and enrolled in art school in Stockholm. Upon graduating, a chance meeting with a perfumer convinced him that 
he’d rather express his creativity through fragrances than paintings. With no formal training in the field, Gorham sought out 
the services of two world renowned perfumers explaining his olfactory desires and letting them create the compositions. As 
an outsider in the beauty industry, Gorham is somewhat of an anomaly and has been recognized for his personal style and 
connection to fashion and art in several international magazines.

About Fenn O’Meally, Film Director  

Fenn O’Meally is an award winning filmmaker, journalist and resident at BBC1Xtra. With authenticity at the core of her work, 
she combines genuine storytelling with the worlds of social justice, creative culture and fashion. She has directed films for 
some of the world’s leading brands including; Apple, Paul Smith, Nike, Chanel and Prada amongst many others, and music 
videos for some of London’s most exciting new artists and established acts; Texas and WuTang Clan. 

Through her confident charm and accommodating approach, Fenn has also interviewed a wide range of notable names both in  
front of and behind the camera, from Kim Jones, Stormzy and Jaquel Knight to Ibra Ake and Dev Hynes. Her work is fueled by her  
curiosity, love of music and photography and furthered by her personable nature and desire to share honest anecdotes of life.
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